


Revenue Recognition Management (RRM) 
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AVAILABLE WITH: 

� MICROSOFT DYNAMICS 
� OTHER MAJOR ERP SOLUTIONS 

Streamlined Revenue Recognition Management 

Capture sales transactions - sales orders, contracts, invoices, returns, and other user defined transaction 
sources - in the most efficient and effective manner, based on how you sell. 

The Tensoft RRM onboarding process consistently applies business rules to sales transactions, to automate 
the creation of your revenue sub-ledger 

Everything you need to compute, post, and report on revenue is in your revenue sub-ledger, enabling you 
to truly streamline your revenue recognition process. 

Tensoft RRM supports multiple SKU or class based revenue rules. Automate your carve-outs and other 
financial revenue segmentation. 

Automate your fair value application to incoming sales transactions, if you have multi-element arrangements, 
or contract sales. Support a test step when required. Report against complete audit detail. 

Optimized for high volume consumer revenue data collection and management, Tensoft RRM's model for 
large data volumes streamline both your revenue data collection and your revenue close processes. 

Merge multiple sales transactions together into the final revenue document, pulling together multiple pieces 
of information to get the fair value SKU model, massage and interpret data such as the fair value quantity 
from the sales quantity, pulling in data from multiple systems to get the right transaction in place, as 
needed. 

Changes to the revenue document - along with the source document to revenue agreement data trail - are 

all tracked to support detailed audit and control processes when required. 

Our data analytics models and standard reports - along with the ability to play with your data in 
Excel - support detailed and deep insights into your current and future/forecasted revenue. 

Our systematic and structured approach to revenue recognition let you count on the process to provide 
quality results. Our end to end approach to capture, format, and manage deferred revenue moves you 
away from unstructured manual processes. 

Tensoft RRM's sales transaction onboarding integrates with ERP, CRM, Tensoft Contract Billing 
Management (CBM}, eCommerce, and other internal execution management systems to support automated 
revenue agreement creation, as well as updates. 
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